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Abstract:

In this paper,

we aim at

1. giving formulas of prices and replicating-strategies
derivatives)
in incomplete market, and
2. giving

“solvable”

examples

of quantile

hedging

of defaultable
strategies

securities(e.g.,

in incomplete

bonds,

swaps,

market.

Considering
an incomplete market that consists of tradable assets and an unhedgeable defaultable
security, whose non-predictable
default time has stochastic
intensity
correlated
with the tradable
assets-priceprocess,
we treat the problem of pricing and hedging of the defaultable security on it.
We employ the quantile hedging strategy (cf., [F-L]) to replicate “the cumulative
dividend process”
of the defaultable ‘security by an admissible
strategy between the tradable assets. The strategy
that maximize the success probability
of hedge under the given initial capital and the strategy that
minimize the initial capital under the given success probability
of hedge are calculated explicitly.
Keywords:

1

quantile-hedging,

defaultable

security,

incomplete

market,

Neyman-Pearson’s

lemma

Introduction

One of the major approach to pricing defaultable
securities,
the socalled
“reduced-form
approach”
(or
“intensity-model
approach”)
regards the default time as “unpredictable”
(i.e., totally inaccessible)
stopso, a new-introduced
default event and related securities
are
ping time (e.g., [D-SD-S-S,J-T,Ll,L2]);
unhedgeable by their definitions.
This feature is also observed transparently
by a model of Duffie and
Lando in [D-L]: the reduced-form
model appears naturally under the setting with restricted
information
of the firm-value
process, even if one starts with another major sxalled
“structural
approach”,
origmated from Merton’s
work [Ml. In both situations,
equivalent
martingale
measures are not unique at
least in theoretical
senses. In the referred papers above, and the all existing studies about reduced-form
approach as we know, an equivalent martingale
measure is given a priori and fixed, and arbitrage-free
pricing and hedging formulas of defaultable
securities
(e.g., bonds, swaps, and derivatives)
are derived
under the measure.
In this paper, we will start with an incomplete market setting (not fixing equivalent martingale measure)
Especially,
we will employ the quantile
and price or replicate
(new-introduced)
defaultable
securities.
hedging strategy for the replication,
which has recently introduced
by Fijllmer and Leukert in [F-L] in
place of perfect or super replication:
we will seek the strategy that
1. maximize

the probability

of success

of hedge under
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a given initial

capital,

or

2. minimize

the initial

capital

under

a given lower bound

of success

probability

of hedge.

These might not be so unnatural
interpretations
of “hedge” in real-world
since they can be regarded a.s
dynamic versions of the VaR (i.e., Value at-Risk),
the globally standard method for the measurement
of
marketed risks, although they also have some drawbacks
as suggested in [F-L]. In Corollary
2, as a typical
example, we give a simple Jarrow-Turnbull-type
defaultable-bond
model with deterministic
hazard-rate
process (cf., [J-T]) and evaluate “default”-yield-spreads
with respect to the yield of default-free-bonds,
If one gives the lower bound of the probability
of successful hedge, say 1 - e (0 < e < l), for example,
the spreads are determined
by solving the equations contains e.
To obtain the explicit
optimal solutions,
the Neyman-Pearson’s
fundamental
lemma in hypothesistesting has been effectively
utilized (at least in complete market cases) in [F-L], while it might not be
so effective in general incomplete
market cases. Fortunately,
in our defaultable
security models, since
the equivalent
martingale
measure that realizes “the worst scenario for hedging” can be characterized
explicitly
(cf., Lemma 4, and the proof of Lemma 5 in Section 3), we can also obtain the explicit solutions
via the Neyman-Pearson’s
lemma (by solving a statistical-test-type
problem against a simple alternative
iteratedly).
Financial theoretically,
our defaultable
security model is an unsatisfactory
deformed
one as
stated in Assumption
2 in the next section. We will restrict the behavior of the security-holder
after the
default, which enables us to concentrate
to hedge the “payoff”
at the terminal-date
‘7:
&:=

2’
1

’

if default
if default

occurs before T,
does not occur before

2’

of the security, and as a result, the problems are simplified and the explicit solutions for this “Europeantype” defaultable
security can be obtained. More proper model(or problem)
is may be the one stated in
the remark after Problem 1-2, for example, though it remains unsolved.
In the next section, we will state our setup and our main results, in Section 3, we prove them, and in
Appendix,
we present some numerical examples with a simplest defaultable
bond model.

2

Setup and Results

For a fixed constant
T(> 0), let us prepare a complete probability
space, (&3, P), a d-dimensional
Brownian
motion on it, ur := (~t)~cle,~l,
the Brownian
filtration,
(Et),,lo,Tl,
and a random variable
that is independent
of & and exponentially
distributed
(with intensity
1).
Now, consider a financial market on a time interval [0, T] consists of the following elements:
1. the (d + l)-asset-price-processes:
p := (p&,o,r]

,Q1 := (Q:)t@J-]““‘qd

:= bJ~)tE,O.T]

that are C&-adapted processes, in particular,
p is the price process
at T, i.e., it holds that pt > 0 for all t E [0, T] and pr = 1 P-a.e.,
2. a defaultable

security,

(a) the default

expressed

time, 7, defined

as the triplet:

(r,d, D) (cf., [D-S-S]),

a &-adapted

process,

X := (Xt),,lo,Tl,
Pr(lA.du<co)

P-a.e.

i.e.,

by the formula:
r:=inf{t>O;

with

of a default-free

for all t E [0, T],
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e+du)
which satisfies
=l,

Xt 2 0 and

bond

maturing

e

(b) the payoff upon default, d,, which is determined
&-predictable
process d := (d,),EIO,TI,

by the default

(c) the payoff at the terminal date T, say D, which
if there has been no default.
Let us denote

the default

indicator

function

(&)tE[o,Tl

&-measurable

and provided

by
(t E lO,TIL

Nt := l(+tj
set the filtration

is nonnegative,

time T above and a nonnegative

by
Ft := Gt v u- {N,

; s E [0, t]] ,

and interpret
it as the whole information
on the market (along the time-evolution).
This is a way of
introducing
reduced-form
defaultable
security model, which follows [Ll-21, especially.
More generally,
[D-S-S] and [I<] are referred for example. For simplicity,
we assume & = {0, a}. By definition above, it
is easy to see that the relation
E [l - Nt 1 G,] = At := exp { - 1’ h,du}
holds for t E [O,T] and that

the process:

(Ml),,jo,rl,

iv& := Nt -

where

/0

‘(l-

N,)X,du

is an Ft-martingale
obtained from the Doob-Meyer
decomposition
of the submartingale
over, let us recall the following, which shall be used in the proof of our results:
Lemma
variable

1 (Corollary
F, we hove

S.8 in [K],

E [F(l
Throughout

this paper,

Assumption

ov Proposition

- NT) 1 &t] = (1 - N,)E

p satisfies
dXf

[b&F

the following
=

Hetz, o d x d-motriz-valued
satisfy the conditions:

X;

.,Xd)’
stochastic

&rj

(dul:

rr = (uij)lSi,jSd
< Clz12,

2. the space of the probability

for any t E [O,T].

:= (q’/p,.

,qd/p)‘,

diferentiol

equation:

+ ddt)

1

(i = I,.

and an Rd-valued

P x dt-a.e.,
measures

P := {Q
contains

1 G,]

and L’(P)-random

assets-prices-process:

j=l

1. c]xlz 5 (u~(w)s,~)

For any GT-measurable

More

we assume the following:

1 The normalized

x = (Xl,.
with a numtmive

3.1 in [L2])

(Nt)tE,o,q.

. ,d, t E [O,T])

7 = (r’,

,yd)’

10, all 5 E Rd and for some 0 < c 5 C,

on (a, F):

: equivalent

to P, and X is a martingale

P, given by the fofmulo:
!!&=&(-/7da)=:Z,

jotalltE[O,T]
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under, Q)

ore Gt-odapted

and

The cumulative

dividend

process

H := (Ht)t+rATl

Ht

:=

4N

of the defaultable

+ D(l

- NT)&T)

&dNu

+ W

security

(T, d, D) is defined

by

rht
=
J0
as in [D-S-S];

we will deform

- NT)~~~>T~,

the definition:

Assumption
2 The process d/p is a ?-martingale,
which means that
some tradable (and priced arbitrage-freely)
asset in the case of deja&.
assume that the holder keeps the tradable d, so, we will interpret
the
Ht := dt; we will extend the cumulative
divided pracess H on [0, T A T]
Ht

:=

dJ% + D(l
0

=

Assumption

3 One of the following

Remark:
Assumption
and it is satisfied
. a defaultable
generalization
bond-holder
l

- NT)+~~TI
on {0 < t < (TAT)},
on {T 5 t 5 T),
on {t = T < 7).

dt

i

a holder of the security receives
Alter the default t > 7, we will
value of the cumulative
dividend
to [0, T] by redefining

D

is satisfied:
(A)

D > dT > 0

P-a.e.,

(B)

OsD_<dT

P-a.e..

3 can be removed. It is just
in typical examples: e.g.,

for the simplicity

of the presentation

of our results,

(zero-coupon)
bond model: D = 1 > & 2 0, P-a.e.. This can be interpreted
a
of defaultable
bond mode! by Jarrow and Turnbull
in [J-T]. Upon default, the
receives 6,p,, where 6, := E[dTIG,]
is called the recovery-rate
upon default.

a default-swap
model:
insured the default-loss:

e.g., an insurance
dl := (1 - &)p,,

on the defaultable-bond
and D is set to 0.

above,

i.e., the holder

is

Now, consider the situation
that a hedger seeks to recover the default-loss
of the defaultable
security
by a self-financing
strategy between the assets p, q’,
, pd, or that a writer of the security who wants to
decide the price of this defaultable
security. By a standard
argument, the value process (&)teIe,,,.l of the
self-financing
hedging portfolio
is written as

where Vo E R+ is the initial
represents
the trading-process
called admissible in this paper.
of the
process H := (Ht),,lo,71
our market is incomplete.
We

(cf., Lemma
* starting
process

6), it provides
with

the initial

(&)rsle,~l

cost and the &-predictable
(and X-integrable)
process E := (.$)telO,q
of the assets. If Vt > 0, P-a.e. for all t E [O,T], then, the strategy is
Obviously,
the hedger cannot replicate perfectly the cumulative
dividend
defaultable security by the admissible strategy between p, ql,. . . , qdr i.e.,
can observe

us the trivial

super

hedging

strategy

cost I?e = do/p0 t,?? [(D - dr)+]

of H such that:
= ,@ [ma.x (dT, D)] and choose the trading

of X, such that
!? = I&, + /‘<,dX,
0
Pt

--I%--

:= fi [max (dT,D)

1 &]

then, the hedger

shall be in the safe-side:
VT 2 HT,

at the terminal-date

T with probability

1.

Instead of the trivial strategy above, we will employ the quantile hedging strategy
that has been
strategy
and price for the defaultable
proposed by Fijllmer and Leukert in [F-L] as more “suitable”
security; we will seek the following:
Problem
1 (maximizing
the prnbability
the following o~~imiration-problem:
maxPr

(2)
Problem
strategies,

({VT

subject

2 HT})

to

2 (minimizing
the cost for a gioen probability
solve the jollowing optimization-problem:
min Vo

(3)
Remark:

Fix i/ 2 l$,.

of success)

It might

be more natural

subject

to

Pr ({VT

to consider

in place of the probability

admissible

strategies,

solve

Vo < L$,
Fix 0 < c < 1. Among

of success)
2 HT])

admissible

2 1 - t,

the probability

Pr (WAT

Among

at the default

time:

2 ~&AT))

at the ferminat
Pr ({VT 2 HT))

in the expression
(2) and (3) since the defaultable
securities
[0, T A ‘I’]; for example, in Problem 1, the inequality:
maJt Pr ({&AT

2 &AT})

5 ma

are only

Pr ({ IIT 2 HT))

defined

on the time interval

,

is always satisfiedL where the maximization
is considered
over all admissible
strategies
with the
initial cost Vo 5 Vo(< &lo). Our deformation
simplifies our quantile hedging problems,
we only
have to see the “two states”: NT and 1 -NT,
i.e., at the terminal T, if the default occurs or not.
Our results
Theorem

are stated

1 (A)

and assume

as follows:

Let (A) in Assumption
Al(k)

:=

(1 -AT

AZ(~)

:=

{l > kD&-,LtT

that there exists k’ = k’(vo)
’ ['AidT

(4)
where we denote
claim”:

by A; := A,(k*),
IT

(5)
is a solution

3 hold. For a nonnegative

of Problem

> kdT&,AT

constant

k, denote

< k(D-dT)&},

> k(D - dT)&),

satisfying
t lo;‘]

A; := A,(k’).
:= laiua;dTNT

1. We have
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= ~/PO,
The super
+ l~;D(l

-NT)

replicating

strategy

of “the modified

(B)

and we can construct

an optimal

Let (B) in Assumption

3 hold.

For a nonnegative

&(k)

:=

(1 > kdT&,l

-12~

B*(k)

:=

{AT

1 - hT 5 k(dr

and assume

strategy

(vo, [‘)

by Bi

:= Bl(k’),B;
fin

(7)
is a solution

of Problem

-“;E’

[fiT

k, denote
> k(dr

- D)&},
- D)ZT}

,

satisfying

a& [lB;dT

where we denote
claim”:

constant

> kDZ,,

that there ezists k’ = k’(va)

(6)

by dejning

t ls;D]

= 4/p,,

:= Ba(k’).

:= ln;dT&

The super

+ lquq

D(l

replicating

strategy

of “the mod&d

- NT)

1. We have
1 &]

=

@ [b;dT

1 G,] + (1 -Nt)k

[(lsrun;D

- lB;dT)+

1 G,]

5 fi [b;& 1Gt]+ i [(l~;un;D- by&-)+1Gt]
= ~3[~~~(~B;uB;Q~B;~T)
1Gt]
= h ['B;& t le;D 1G,],
and we can construct

an optimal
.!? [lqd~

Theorem

2 (A)

strategy

+ ~B;D

Let (A) in Assumption
E

04

(va,t’)

1 G,] = z

Let (B) in Assumption

(1 - AT) +

[IA&t)

3 hold and assume

(9)

E [l,,(k)

existence

a@[bA+)

and

E [bBl(k)

E [O,T].

that the equation:
= 1 - 6

lA,(k)]

Then, the super replicating
2.

strategy

of “the modified

Then, the super replicating
2.

strategy

of “the modijed

E GT satisfying

or (9) is assured

+ lBz(k)‘b]

of the sets A;,Al,B;,B,’

and
where

fort

that the equation:

with respect to k is solved for some k’ = k*(e).
claim” defined by (7) is a solution of Problem
Remark:
The
example,

+ l’E:dX,

3 hold and assume

with respect to k is solved for some k’ = k*(e).
claim” defined by (5) is a solution of Problem
(B)

by defining

f1 - AT)

= 1 -E

+ bA+)]

+ bB2(L)hT]

(4),(6),(6),

= 0

= 0,

aAl

:= (1 - AT = kdTZT,AT

= k(D

BAa(k)

:= (1 = kDZT,

AT = k(D

- dT)ZT}

OBl(k)

:= {I = kDZT,

1 - AT = k(dT

aBa(k)

:= {AT

= kDZT,

if, for

1 -AT

= k(&

- dr)ZT},
,

- D)ZT},
- D)ZT}

are satisfied for arbitrary
k 1 0 (cf., e.g., [SC] Chapter I&3).
If the sets do not exist, we can
reformulate
our quantile-hedging
procedure
as stated in [F-L]: for instance, in Problem 1, we will
modify
“the success-set-maximization”
to “the success-ratio-maximization”.
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Further,
“trivialized”

we add two corollaries
situations:

Corollary

1 (A)

1. ifa

of the theorems

< dT < D holds i)-a.e.,

A;={,.<&}

satisfying

5 dT < D holds P-o.e.,

Ai=&

(B)

1. if0 < ATdT

0 < ATdT

satisfying

5 D 5 dT holds P-&e.,

Secondly,
Corollary

(conditional)

we give an explicit

= I&,,

B; = 0,

we have

probability

calculation

P(A;)=l-e,

h [ls;dr]

= 1 - c,

AT has no effect

B; = 0,

on the optimal

in the case of Jarrow-Turnbull-type

2 Let 0 < dT = 6 < D = 1 and A (or X) be deterministic.
s}>

in the case

ql,;D]=%/p,,

satisfying P (B;)

default

the following

we have

B;={~T<&}
In each cases,
hedging.

we observe

we. have

satisfying

5 D 5 dT holds i)-a.e.,

First,

we haue

A;={zT<&]

B;=(Z,+]
2. if

proofs.

< (1 - AT)D

A;=0,
2. if 0 < (1 - AT)D

above without

solutions

defaultable

of quantile

bond model.

We have

A;={ZT+q}

of AT + 6 < 1, and

in the case of AT + 6 > 1, as given
constant,
we obserue
1. in Problem

1, the equations
(‘-‘)‘T

in Corollary

f (A).

(4) is reexpressed

as

Settang d = 1 and the tisk-premium

-'(-"-)+6+$)
,p(l-6)
k; (l/k*)

where @

denote the distribution
p;(z)

:=

functions
P (z,

= il,/p,

if,iTtd<l,

=

if AT +6 2 1,

of ZT under p,

< z) :=
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J

UiQT (h,(x))

i$/j,,,

i.e.,
lh;(z)‘ldz,

process

7

2. in Problem

2, the equations

(6) is reexpressed

as

hTF;!($-J+(l-hT)F~($$)
r$(l/li’)
where FG denote

the distribution
F;(z)

functions
:=

of 2,

I’(&

< z) :=

under

J

=

1.-c

iIhr+6<1,

=

1-c

i/AT+6>1,

P, i.e.,

ozg~ (h:(x))

)h:(x)‘ldx,

h;(2) := ; (i,,,+q.
The initial

cost:
i&(e)

of the quantile

hedging strategy

of AT t

in the case

:= po [aP(A&‘(r)))
under

the success

in the case of AT $6

numerical

probability

constraint,

2 1 - L, is equal to

6 < 1, or equal to
w

In Appendix,

t P (A&-‘(c)))]

( 1
1
k’(c)

=pc&

2 1, respectively.
examples

of Corollary

2.2 above

are given

Remark:
Computable
examples with stochastic
AT, (or X) seem to be necessary to lead more (financial)
considerations
and implementations
since the corollaries
above treat only trivialized
situations.
For
example, we are now considering
to adopt modeling the functionals:
G,(w)

:= A(,,+&;

= exp(-~nil)ih.(u)d~u}

(n=O,l,...)

for some fixed I(> 0, e.g., = 0.25,0.5,1)
in place of modeling process X nor A, since we may not
have explicit expression
of the joint distribution
of & and AT generally; nor even in a simple&
example:
2, = & (~WT)
and

Xt = a(&

b E Kd, positive constants
Gaussian hazard-rate-model,

3

Proofs

First,

we will prove

Problem

Theorem

with

t b)2 t c

7 E Id,
with

dY, = dur, - KY,dt,

a,c and positive-definite
d x d-matrix
K, which is called the squared
and since we may not observe sample-path,
X(w), nor A(W).

1. Let us consider

1’
An;FG
E[~A(~-AT)s~B~-],
I
T

subject

to

E’ [ladTNT

t l~D(l
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-NT)]

< v,/p,,

for nil P’ E P,

and, via similar

discussions

to Proposition

2.6 in [F-L],

see the following:

Lemma
2 Let us denote a solution
“the.modified
claim” H+ := lA.dTNT

of P,.oblem
+ 1n.D(1

1’ by A’ and B’ E GT. The super replicating
-NT)
is a sol&ion of Plnblem’l.

ProoE

(VO,~) with

Vo 5 170, the associated

For a.ny admissible

strategy

l{t+>H~)

= ‘{VT>d,}A’T

•t l{!&>D)(I

“success

strategy

set”:

-ATT)

satisfies
VT

P-as.,

>

ffTl{V+Hr)

zz

++dr)dTNT

t

l{V,>D)D(l

- A’T)

so,
R/PO

L vo/Pa

2 E’ [VT] 2 E’

for any P’ E P since nonnegative
E [l{,,~~>]

local I”-local

< E[~A*NT

On the other hand, the super replicating
ySEUpPE*
and has a maximal

(1 {vT>dr}dTNT

martingale

+ lB*(l

- NT)1

strategy

) Z]

= “~“E”~PE*
*

= E[lA*(l

[la-&NT

“success

set”.

i.e., in the expression
= l{ll.dr>dr)NT

-NT)]

V/p is a super martingale,

of “the modified

[fG

QH;>H~}

-I- I{v+$%

t

lB.D(l

+ QI,.D~D)(~

-AT)

claim”

this implies

+ lB*AT]

HG is obviously

-NT)

1.&t]

2 0,

-NT),

we observe
A := {IA-d’,hence,

A and l? are solutions

Moreover,

we set

Problem

1”

(A)

In the case ofD
A Bc;FA,B

I

(B)

I

2 dT} > A’,
of Problem

and

l’, and the optimality

2 D) > B’,
in Problem

1 follows.

> dT 2 0, i)-n.e.,
E [lA(l

- AT)

+ 1BAT],

subject

to

~[max(lAdr,18D)]

< &/po,

subject

to

8 [max (1AdT, ~BD)]

5 &/ps,

in the case of 0 5 dT 5 D, f’-a.e.,
AB~~~AULACBE[lA(l-AT)+lBAT],

I

8

and observe
Lemma

fi := (1s.D

3 Problem

1’ is equivalent

to Problem

1”
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admissible,

of

Proof:

We have
E’ [LI~TNT

for my

t l~D(l

P* E P, SinCe P'

in Lemma

4 below,

- NT)]

= p On &.

lin~E~‘B”-lAdT)

E’

I

E*[l,.id;]

=

.f? [IUX (IAdT,

[IA&]

If we use

we can approximate

(

- IAdj-)

t E’ [(~BD

- lady)

t E’ [(laD

- lAdT)+]

upper

(1 -NT)]

loD)]

QjlBD-l*drJ)

the trivial

[(~BD

<+0

=

(C P), which

shall be defined

bound ‘Lo

(1 - NT)] = ,?? [(IsD

- IAdT)+]

,

SO

;,uf~E’[lAdT&

t l~D(1

-NT)]

= $ [(laD

- lAdT)+]

Further, if D > dT > 0 ka.e., for example, for any A,B E &F satisfying
18D)]
< PO/PO, set A := A U B, and recall that the relation
E[~A(~-AT)+

IBAT]

%[max(lAdT,l~D)]
hold, hence follows

Lermna
measure

5

E[~.J(~-AT)s~BAT],

=

&[[mu(l~dT,l~D)]

the condition

L? [max(lA&,

the lemma.

4 For arbitrary
F E L’(P),
Qr by the formula

cr,P > 0 and t 6 (O,T),

let us define

an equivalent

martingale

dQf?
dP

7t

=

Pi,

where

pt

=

It

nt

:=

t
/ 0

pu- (--ludulu

+ d&),

ift<T-c

-1 t e/At

-1 t (P-l

i

- (CC-1

t P’)

Ef [F(l

- NT)]

B [ltpto)/G~-.])

Then,
,‘i

(10)
holds,

where we hove denoted

Proof:

We will only show

the eqectation

“L-side”

with respect

inequality

,‘$ ET [F(l
is obvious.

Under

in (lo),
- NT)]

to Qf

by EfI.1.

since the relation

5 Ef

[F’]

= k [F+]

Qf,
Nt(

is a martingale,

= i? [F’]

t(l-Nu)(ltt&,du
/

> tE[O.Tl

0

and the relation
EF [F(l

-NT)]
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= B pf]

/A,

if T - E 5 t < T,

holds, where

we have denoted
T

log iip

with

G, = G(F,a;c)
and

(cf.,[I<],

for example.)
A;”

Lf

J

:=

-

=

-6;

=

--E(T - E) - C-Ye:

:=

{fi

[I~FZO~IST-~]

:=

lc,

- fi [l{f>O)

(1.+

Qwt

-E)

-

So, by using the inequality
>

exp { -c(T

=

[exp (-E-“)

(?

e-’

- (6-O

+ &‘

s??(1 jr>+,])

- (c-u + 64) Lp

2 1 - 6”‘)
1 he]
2 1 - z (z E R), we have

- c) - C-O 1G.E + &<}
1~: + exp (8)

+ 8)

(1 - (CC” + 8) Lf)

1~~1 e-‘(T-‘)

(1 - (c-”

+ 8) Lf)

therefore,
Ef[F(l-NT)]

2

exp{-@-~)-e-“}~[Fl~~]
+ exp { -c(T

- e) + 8}

l? [FlcC]

- (6-O + 8) exp { -e(T

- c) - CC”} I3 [FLrl~:l

- (ceu + 8) exp { -c(T

- C) + a} fi [FLrIcc]

follows. The second term of the right-hand-side
above converges to k [F+] as 6 --t 0, and the rest
of all terms go to 0 as E + 0, since ze-’ -t 0 as z -+ co and since the relation:

is observed.

To obtain
Lenlma

Theorem
5 (A)

I.? [F&.,]

= k [F (1 -z!? [+>,,)

Hence follows

the lemma

1 G.l.-i])

lc<]

5 ~[Flc<]C’+’

1, we show the following
The sets A;
and B;

u

A; and A; defined in Theorem

(B)

The sets B;

Proof:

We only show (A), since (B) can be seen simil~ly.
1 (A), define

u

B; defined in Theorem

B’

:=

{AT

A*

:=

{(I-

> k’(D

-

1 (A) IS a solutron

1 (B) is o solutron

of Problem

For the constant

of Pl,oblem

1” (B).

I;’ = k’(vO)

given in Theorem

~T)ZT],

AT + l&T)

> k’ (dT t 1~. (D - dT)) &),

and note that the relations
A’\B’=A;
hold.

For any CT-measurable

5
=
=

and

A I B satisfying

A’ 0 B’ = A;

k [max (IA&,

E[l~(l-AT)~
IBAT]-~*%/PO
E[l~(lAT) t IBAT] - k*I?[max(lAd~,
E[la

((1 -AT)

t IBAT)]

- k*k[l,~

E[la

{(l -AT)

- ]i*dT&

t 1s (AT - k’(D
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loD)]

< !&/w,

IuD)]

(do t lo(D

- do))]

- dT)&-)}]

1” (A).

we have

5

E[lA

{(I

=

E[~A

((1 -AT

- AT)

- k*dT.h'+

5

E(~A.{(~-AT+~B*AT)-~*(~T~~~~(D~~T))ZT]]

t ~B.AT)

1~. (1\~ - k"(D

- k'(d~

= E[~AA(1 -AT t IEZ.AT))- I;*E(~A.

therefore

E

=

E [lA;uA;(l

- AT) t

[~A;uA;(~

the optimality

Now, Theorem
solving Problem
Problem

=

-AT)

is derived,

2 can be obtained
2 to solving

l~;b]

-dT))&-)]

(dT t lp(D

- k’h

[‘AiuA;dT

t lA;AT]

- k*li,/Po,

hence follows

the lemma

straightforwardly.

- dT)zT)])

+ ~B.(D

Following

- dr))]
t la;(D

to the discussion

we can reduce

1.f D > dT 2 0, P-ax.,
A;&,

(B)

IjO

2 lmax (i.&',

IBD)I

subject

to

E [l~(l

- AT) t IBAT]

2 1 -6,

leD)l

subject

to

E[l~(l

- AT) + IBAT]

2 1 - c.

5 dT < D, ha.e.,
Ac%$G,

2 [mu

(la&,

and we can give solutions of these problems via similar “Neyman-Pearson-like”
although
we omit the detail. At the last of this section, we give the relation,
the super hedging strategy of HT.

Proof:

in [F-L],

2’

(A)

Lemma

- dT)]

6 The relation

discussion
as Lemma 5,
which is used to describe

(f) holds.

For any P’ E ‘P, we have
E’ [dTh$

t D(1 - NT)

) &]

=

fi [dT 1 $1 t E’ [(D - dT) (1 - NT)

1 a],

so obviously,

If we prepare

(QfmdT),,,

defined

esss~pEf-~=
c>o
hence actually,

the trivial

upper

in Lemma

[HT]G~]
bound

=

4 above, we observe
2 t (1 -WE

above is estimated

[(E - dT)+

1 G] ,

arbitrary
cl
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Appendix:

Numerical

Examples

of Corollary

2.2

Set AT := eeAT, fix y = 0.03, and compute
where

the so-called

= +og

default-yield-spread-curve:

(&4&(r)))

Fig.1:

X=0.03,6=0.2,and~=0.01,0.05,0.1.

Fig.2:

X = 0.05,~ = 0.01, and 6 + 0,6 = 0.2,6 2 1 - exp(-0.05
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t&4(q)))).

x

10).

(.Sp(T))TzO,
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ABSTRACT
The background to this paper is that what are called “pension funds” in some Member States of
the European Union (EU) are in effect specialised life insurance companies who write individual pension
policies anyone who wishes to subscribe to such a contract. They are sometimes referred to as “open
pension funds” and they are quite different from the “closed pension funds”, common in the AngloSaxon countries and in the Netherlands (and elsewhere), which are sponsored by one employer for that
employer’s employees only. Often the employer stands behind the closed pension fund, and guarantees
(up to a point) the benefits that have been promised.
The regulations for supervising pension funds within the EU have not been harmonised,
although the supervision of insurance companies has been through the Third Life and Non-life
Directives. There is some pressure on the one hand for it to be possible to arrange pension funds on a
cross-border basis (which would help multi-national employers) and on the other hand for pension funds
to be supervised in a similar way in all Member States.
The European Federation for Retirement Provision (EFRP) reprcscnts the associations of
pension funds in the separate Member States. Its officers were anxious that the form of regulation that
is found for some of the open type of pension funds, some of which is quite appropriate for life insurance
companies, should not be applied to closed pension funds, which arc seen as being quite different.
In particular, in some Member States there are restrictions on the maximum proportion of the
assetsthat an open pension fund may invest in “risky” securities, such as ordinary shares, and m some
there are requirements that a certain minimum proportion of the assets should be invested in government
bonds, which are seen as safer investments.
The EFRP was invited to make a presentation at a meeting of the Insurance and Pensions
Supervisors of the Member States of the EU in September 1998, and I was asked by the EFRP to make
such a presentation.
In the talk, after some preliminary background, I explained what AFIR readers will recognise as
the standard Markowitz mean-variance model, but with the full boundary calculated, including the outer
edge, which is commonly just sketched in. I show that restrictions such as a maximum fraction in risky
securities, or a minimum fraction in what may be thought of as relatively safe securities, worsen the
position for the prudent investor, but do reduce the possibility of imprudent investors choosing very
inefficient portfolios.
In the final paragraphs, which I omitted at the talk, I show that index-linked securities, where
these are available, are a better match to final salary liabilities than conventional bonds, and
I demonstrate the numerical effect of this, on the given assumptions.
The caclulation of the complete boundary of the feasible region IS not a trivial task I adapted
the programme given by Harry Markowitz in Mean-varrance
analy.sis In portfDho
choice and capital
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amrkets (Blackwell, 1987), and programmed also the calculations for the outer boundary in accordance
with Markowitz’s explanations therein.
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